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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 
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Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 



Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 

that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

GEMS GROUP

GLOBAL EDUCATION &
MIGRATION SERVICES
PH: +977 01 4423119
SA

MPL
E

Putalisadak Chowk, Way to Dilli Bazaar Road, Kathmandu
info@gemsservices.com.au, www.globaleducation.com.np

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 



Statement of Purpose
 
It is my pleasure to provide my overall information including academic background, 
academic interests, career, vision, future, plans and means to accomplish such plans in form 
of this statement of purpose. Here, I have applied my best effort to clarify you the reasons of 
right co-relation of my past, present, and projected future.

Introduction:
I would like to introduce myself as ………………….a Nepalese bearer passport no. ………………having date 
of birth…………….. living with my family in Kathmandu, Nepal. I am living with my family. My father is 
well renowned businessman and my mother is housewife. My parents are sponsoring me and 
going to pay my tuition fee and living expenses with their salary income, and from their 
savings.

Academic Profile:
As concerned to my academic qualification, I completed my SLC (School Leaving Certificate) 
from Winsome English Boarding School, Gothatar, Kathmandu in 2015 in first division with 
73.63% under the Board of Government of Nepal, Ministry of education and Sports. Then I joined 
Khwopa Secondary School, dekocha, Bhakatapur popularly regarded as 10+2 in Nepal and 
passed in first division with 60.40% in the 2017 under National Education Board of Nepal (NEB). 
After the completion of my higher secondary level I joined Zenith Education Consultancy as 
Customer Service Representative from 11/07/2017- 27/09/2018 from where I came to know about 
the education system of Australia too and was easier for me to do the research.

After Completion of my NEB:
The modern field of Social Media Marketing System influences me to pursue diploma and 
advanced diploma in this sector. Then, I searched some colleges in Nepal but except 2-3 
colleges, I didn’t find any colleges which have better Practical learning with theoretical 
knowledge. My interest on social media marketing career attract for foreign countries to fulfill 

my dream where I can get proper qualities of education practically and theoretically. So, right 
after the completion of high school I started preparing for my IELTS. I had given my IELTS on 
12/10/2018. I have scored an overall band of 6.0.I have always felt that my country’s education 
system lacked practical approach. So, to clear all my doubts and build the clear basics I want 
to go for Australia.

Reason for Choosing Australia over USA, UK, Canada, Norway.
Having numerous options of getting future education, I started researching about different 
universities and colleges of different countries like USA, UK, Norway ,Canada, Australia as my 
choices for study destinations but after comparison ,discussion  with my parents ,other 
persons and researching on internet ,Finally Australia becomes the final and best option for 
me .In the European countries like Norway ,language barrier and living cost became the main 
factor of not choosing that destination.UK on the other hand has a high living cost and the 
course structure are too rigid based on my researched. For USA, the universities with good 
accreditation costs high and also requires SAT and it makes difficult to get a scholarship. If we 
cannot get scholarship, studying in USA becomes very expensive. For Canada, it is extremely 
cold whereas Australia has neither cold climate nor hot climate. Australia has one of the 
world’s finest college/university systems, with outstanding programs in virtually all fields which 
provide once-in-lifetime opportunities to grow through personal as well as professional 
development and it is one of the third most popular destination for international students in 
the English-Speaking world, behind the United States and the UK. Many international students 
choose to study in Australia because of the cultural diversity, friendly natives and high quality 
of education. Australian degrees are also well recognized and respected globally for their 
excellence. Australian VET Systems are world famous to deliver practical capability/skills in the 
professional job. Meanwhile, it focuses to provide practical skills to uplift the standard of 
learning which will be highly useful when I will come back to Nepal. Thus, the higher education 
system in the Australia has something best for everyone.

Furthermore, Australian government has demonstrated its liberality towards worldwide 
undergraduates by declaring Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 which 

builds up administrative prerequisites and standard for quality affirmation of instruction and 
preparing foundation offering courses to global undergraduates. Similarly, Australian 
government also has OSHC (Overseas Student Health Cover) policy which ensures the 
medical service that the students may need during the study period in Australia. Likewise, the 
provision of Tuition Protection Service (TPS) is another mouthwatering factor ensuring the 
protection of student tuition throughout study period.

International Students are legitimately permitted to work 40 hours for each fortnight in 
Australia when school will be in session and boundless hours and mid school break. This 
provision gives opportunity to learn English, understand Australian culture, gain work 
experience and earn pocket money. However, for me, it is more important to finish my 
assignments and prerequisites with high level of flawlessness and keep up the most surprising 
academic excellence among different undergraduates. Thus, there is minimum possibility for 
me to take part in work amid the school session and I do lean toward the same.
Furthermore, Australia is very secure than the countries like; USA and UK. Both these countries 
are in the warmth rundown of terrorist groups and have been associated with decreasing 
fear-based oppressor exercises from the world. Moreover, legal provision to keep the firearm 
for personal security has been creating serious security problem. The situation in UK is also not 
in the favour of international students especially after its exit from European Union (EU). What's 
more, both the nations have racial oppression and inconsistency in view of shading, race and 
religious convictions.

Besides, Australian culture is comprised of people from various parts of the world with 
different socio-cultural background making highly heterogeneous society. We too have 
heterogeneous society in Nepal. Nepal can be considered as the country of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity, biological diversity which is associated with geographical variation especially 
in terms of altitude. Till date we too are living with mutual respect and prosperity in society 
however, it seems that the seeds of social agitation have been planted in recent years due to 
many components. However, social heterogeneity of Australia will give me an opportunity to 
learn different social customs. Furthermore, my experiences will gain international exposure 

which will add surplus point to my profile and helps broadening my perceptions as I will get to 
cope with many new companions from different culture and interest which too helps me get 
succeed in my targeted career. Therefore, I choose Australia.

Why not home Country or any other Nations? 
In my view getting knowledge about the subject of interest is personally rewarding as well as 
self-enjoyable. I had researched to find which college will be appropriate for my study and 
during the course of research. I had looked for St. Xavier’s College of IT, Soch College of IT, 
Tribuwan University, Pokhara University, Kathmandu University and many more and also asked 
my seniors about the education system in my country. I came to know that, it still lacks proper 
superintendence regarding the quality of education that has been provided to the students. 
The way of teaching is prioritized in theoretical learning over practical education because of 
the limitation of necessary equipment and well as experienced faculties. In Nepal we often 
face problems with syllabus. We still have to depend upon teachers and tutors for everything 
including assignments and presentation. Whether we call it the problem with our education 
policy or negligence of universities and education boards, the matter of facts is that it cannot 
make me an independent learner and capable enough to make change on my own. So it 
made me to look for international options.

Choosing a different nation that my own country Nepal for my further studies was really tough 
decision for me so, I did extensive research about the popular study destinations in the world 
to which I found that USA, UK, Australia, Canada and European nations like Germany and 
France were the first choice among the international students. United States of America is one 
of the major destinations of international students. I should have chosen USA as it has 
tremendous contributions in the fields of education but, being an international student I am 
well updated with the current political scenario of the USA and I should also go for safety, 
affordability and good living standard. Similarly, UK has very expensive living and study costs 
and the immigration didn’t drag me to apply for UK. The harsh climate of Canada discouraged 
me to apply for Canada. Although European nations like Germany and France has reputed 
study programs but language barrier stopped me from choosing because students have to 

spend time to study language first than starting their courses straight. With all these factors I 
have chosen Australia.

Why Adelaide? Not Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or Canberra
Among all the places in Australia I find Adelaide as most suitable place, safest, cleanest, 
greenest and affordable city to stay and study. Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, is 
a multicultural city with a population of about 1.3 million people, who come from all over the 
world and fifth most popular city of Australia. The city has just voted the best city in Australia, 
the latest accolade for the South Australia. Adelaide believes in giving a warm welcome to 
international students, and doesn’t believe in discriminating against culture, background, or 
religion. Adelaide boasts the lowest level of crime per capita as of 2013. And as well as 
academic excellence is an Adelaide tradition. Its size and sense of comfort is to provide an 
atmosphere conducive to study. It is a fairly typical Australian city in many ways. Adelaide is 
the most affordable city in Australia comparing to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth or 
Canberra. You can save some money that is living in Adelaide will cost you 7% less than if you 
live in Brisbane and Perth and 19% more affordable than Sydney and Melbourne. You can use 
all that extra cash to have some fun in the heart of the city, maybe a fancy dinner out of an 
excursion to an Aussie festival. Adelaide experiences warm to hot summers and has many 
nearby beaches. The city is known for its planned and generously spaced layout. The grid 
design gives access to the different parts of the city including campus grounds of the 
Universities. 

While talking about the climate, it has a Mediterranean quality. It is warm and dry in the 
summer, with low levels of humidity. However, the winter months can be cool and typical 
produce good amounts of rainfalls. International student accommodation is located in the 
heart of Adelaide. It has a multitude of living options to choose from, including student 
apartments, on-campus residential accommodation, and private rentals. As an international 
student I can save up to AUD 700 per year on transport coasts. I’ll reap the same 
transportation rewards as local students. It also offers free tram and bus services in Adelaide’s 
city Centre. The skill I learn at Adelaide’s world renowned institutions will take me wherever I 

want to go in the world. Its Universities and educational programmes work alongside research 
centers and industry professionals to provide career opportunities to all their students, local 
and international alike. Countless Adelaide graduate have accepted career from all around 
the world.

Reason for Choosing Ironwood Careers & Training:
I have chosen Ironwood Careers & Training as my preferred education provider after doing a 
lot of research on internet, attending seminars and consulting with consultancies. Ironwood 
Careers & Training is a Registered Training Organization (RTO Number: 40287) on 
Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Course for Overseas Students (CRICOS Number: 
03039E). This means we meet administrative, delivery, staffing, facility, marketing, financial 
quality assurance and assessment standards agreed to by the federal, state and Territory 
Governments in Australia. I was attracted to Ironwood Careers & Training because of its 
unique facilities features, (services) and its different location. Ironwood Careers & Training is a 
professional college located in Level 3, 68 Grenfell Street Adelaide SA 5000, Australia.

Though I researched few other universities like Flinders University, The University of Adelaide, 
The University of South Australia, TAFE SA no matter the education provided in these institution 
is first class but I found Ironwood Careers & Training best among all because it is the only 
college offer diploma of social media marketing to international student, apart from that what 
the international student is great training facilities. The campus is in the heart of Adelaide city 
Centre, which offers an excellent blend of history, culture modern lifestyle friendly learning 
environment. The site delivers not only a state of the art learning and information hub but also 
provides all student support services and is well connected by public transport (bus, tram and 
train). The Ironwood Campus also features flexible teaching rooms designed for online 
collaboration and computer workstations available for learning. It is an institution of every 
national and international student’s choice which provide a wide variety of courses according 
to student’s interest. Ironwood understand that skilled and competent teacher’s equals 
successful course outcome for the students. Their trainer and assessors are qualified in the 
specialized areas with hands on practical skills, current industry experience and knowledge 

which they are expert at transferring to their students. The small class sizes ensure that 
student have more time with trainer, enable to make the most of the course. In additional 
Ironwood aims to equip students with important practical skills and knowledge to gain 
employment. The college also works with each student to assist them in gaining relevant 
part-time work while undertaking the studies. This helps students to gain social skills strength 
language ability and settle into the community. Ironwood gives each student an individual 
learning plan to match their skill level to study needs. This can include academic and report 
writing, English language support, computer literacy and time management skills. The aim of 
the plan is to support students in achieving successful course outcomes as well as preparing 
students for further study. The college has professional and friendly staff qualified to assist 
students in a broad range of areas, including accommodation arrangements, meeting other 
students, job search and career advice and counselling. This service is free and conferential.
Ironwood Career & Training offers a range of pathways between qualifications and education 
providers. This means it offer the ideal platform for students to get to where they want to go, 
whether that’s gaining employment, becoming an expert in the field of beginning the 
university pathway.

Reason for Choosing this Course:
Social media marketing has grown faster than the internet itself making it the fastest growing 
trend in the history of the world and with this marketing strategies are changing concurrently. 
There were few reasons for choosing Diploma and Advance Diploma instead of direct 
Bachelor. Firstly, I found Diploma and Advance Diploma courses (Vocational Education and 
Training Courses) are more popular for providing practical and professional skills. Secondly, 
going through Diploma and Advance Diploma will help me in developing my skills and 
knowledge and I will get a chance to learn about Social Media Marketing in more depth. My 
chosen course teaches the marketing skills required in every business sector, giving 
graduates a very competitive edge when looking for employment in this field. Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing course is Australia’s only accredited course in social media marketing, 
and of its kind anywhere in the world. Social media has completely revolutionised the way in 
which people create, consume and share information. Used effectively, social media can build 

brand awareness, improve brand loyalty, boost search engine rankings, increase web traffic, 
convert more customers, lower marketing costs and increase revenue. This course will teach 
us how to become a social media expert, and how to successfully develop and implement a 
social media marketing strategy.

The Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication course has been designed to 
further develop a student’s skills and knowledge in marketing and communications. By giving 
the skills to analyse, design and execute judgements using a wide-range of digital tools, 
creative, conceptual and managerial competencies, students will develop the necessary 
leadership skills to embark of an international career in marketing.

On successful completion of this course I will be awarded with 10118NAT Diploma of Social 
Media Marketing. Students who successfully complete only one or more units of competency 
within this qualification will receive a statement of attainment. Further training pathways from 
this qualification include but are not limited to BSB61315 Advanced of Marketing and 
Communication, other Advanced Diploma qualifications or Bachelor degree at Australian 
Universities. Job roles and titles vary across different industry sectors. Possible job titles 
relevant to this qualification include: Head of social Media, Digital Marketing Manager, Social 
Media Manager, Marketing Manager, Social Media Strategist or Brand Manager. Both the 
courses Diploma of Social Media Marketing (CRICOS code: 097348C) Advanced Diploma of 
Marketing and Communication (CRICOS code: 093174G) are creatively designed courses from 
the expert team of Ironwood College that grants special knowledge in the field of Advanced 
Social Media Marketing practice. These highly attractive programs are based on practical and 
research evidences to produce expert professionals. These courses will enhance my 
understandings about learning framework, supporting wellbeing, duty of care requirements 
and so on. In the deep core of knowledge, these innovative courses will strengthen my 
knowledge about ensuring the error less practice.

Furthermore, the course of Diploma of Social Media Marketing is conducted over 52 weeks 
with the cost AUD 12,000 and the Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication is 

conducted over 78 weeks with the cost AUD 10,000. During the tenure of 2.5 years in Diploma of 
Social Media Marketing and Advance Diploma of Marketing and Communication, the course 
taught seems to be credential for the Bachelor enrolment. 
The details course structure of Diploma of Social Media Marketing are as listed below: 
To attain a Diploma of Social Media Marketing students are required to successfully complete 
a total of eight (8) units of competency comprising of five (5) core and three (3) electives:
1. SMMBCM501A Plan, implement and manage blog and content marketing (core)
2. SMMMsM502A Plan, implement and manage mainstream social media marketing 
strategies (core)
3. SMMNSM503A Plan, implement and manage niche social media marketing strategies 
(core)
4. SMMBPB504A Establish and build a strong personal brand in social media (core)
5. SMMEMS505A Plan, implement and manage email marketing (core)
6. BSBMKG507 Interpret market trends and developments (Elective)
7. BSBMKG523 Design and develop an integrated marketing communication
plan (Elective)
8. BSBPMG522 Undertake project work (Elective)

The details course structure of Advanced Diploma of Marketing and Communication are as 
listed below: 
Consistent with Qualification Rules and prerequisite requirements the qualification offered by 
Ironwood comprises the following 12 units of competence:
1. BSBADV602 Develop an advertising campaign (core)
2. BSBMGT616 Develop and implement strategic plans (core)
3. BSBMKG609 Develop a marketing plan (core)
4. BSBMKG603 Manage the marketing process (elective)
5. BSBMKG607 Manage market research (elective)
6. BSBMKG608 Develop organizational marketing objectives (elective)
7. BSBMGT605 Provide leadership across the organization (elective)
8. BSBMGT617 Develop and implement a business plan (elective)

9. BSBFIM601 Manage finances (elective)
10. BSBINN601 Lead and manage organizational change (elective)
11. BSBMGT615 Contribute to organizational development
12. BSBINM601 Manage knowledge and information

Regarding Finance and Career Plan:
Regarding my financial aspects and sponsors, my family supports me with all my expenses 
regarding the tuition fees, living expenses and all other costs for my course by selling the land 
located at Kathmandu and deposited NRs Four Million One Thousand Only (equivalent to AUD 
48,876.13 at 1 AUD = 81.86 NRP) in the Prime Commercial Bank Ltd. Kathmandu, Nepal, which is a 
renowned ‘A’ level bank of Nepal. My Father, Mr Heera Nath Khatiwada owns a business 
Hiranath Fancy Store and the annual income that comes from the business is Nrs 17,82,535.95 
(AUD$=21,342.62 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52). Also my father does have a house rental income too of 
Nrs.5,40,000 (AUD$=6,465.51 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) So, the total annual of our family is NRs 
23,22,535.95 (AUD$=27,808.141 i.e. 1 AUD$= 83.52) by which they manage my all expenses as well 
as run my family well. Also my Parents owns the property worth of Nrs. 19,632,000.00 
(AUD$=235,282.84 i.e. 1AUD$=83.44). Considering these facts, I would like to assure that my 
family is capable of sponsoring me for my further studies and stay in Australia. All the proof 
documents have been attached.
 
I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my 
efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to 
develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining international 
experience. After the completion of advance diploma, I will be eligible to have credit transfer 
to Bachelor degree similar course. After completing my bachelor’s study in Australia, I will like 
to return my own country, Nepal. Nepal being a developing country, I see a whole lot of 
opportunities in future. Marketing is a tool that has an almost unparalleled ability to drive a 
business forward, organizations are constantly striving to innovate and improve product 
quality. While in Nepal I will start to work with some of the renowned company of NEPAL like 
Digital Gurkha, Ads Markets Pvt Ltd, Creative SEO Nepal, Nepal Media Network Pvt. Ltd, Digital 

Marketing Nepal, Ecdemy Nepal, IT Academy Nepal as any post of Marketing Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Public Relation Manager, Brand Manager, after working for few years I will 
get to sharpen my skills and acquire practical knowledge. I will learn the way bigger 
organization run and most importantly to work in a team and as a team for progressive 
outcome. After gaining experience and expertise for few years I will plan to my own business in 
modern but innovative way which creates viable and creative marketing strategies for 
company products also to provide as much employment as possible to the skilled people 
staying currently jobless in my country. I am well versed in technological developments and 
how to utilizethese networks to raise market awareness; indeed, this understanding has 
allowed me to increase product sales at multiple companies. I believe that my degree study 
will help me to further my knowledge of various sectors essential to marketing strategy 
development. In addition, I hope to gain an understanding of international markets to expand 
marketing globally.

A Degree in Marketing will provide me the skill and knowledge I need to achieve my career 
goals. If I acquire international certificate and degree with good performance, I will be 
provided with fine salary scale range from NRs. 70, 000 to 80,000 in any of the listed above 
leading companies depending upon its nature and size whereas the local graduate has 
normal salary from NRs, 20,000.00 to 35,000 only. After good research of course, provider and 
destination, I am investing my time, effort and money for the intended course and I am 
confident enough that this investment will bring me back a better and happy life for 
long-term professional career. Having an international degree and working in my own 
motherland gives me more benefit like personality development, reputation and fame, wider 
popularity and easy adjustment in my own hometown. My only one goal is to acquire 
knowledge and have experience of living part of my life in a developed and disciplined society 
so that I can bring this knowledge and experience together here in my society. If I be able to 
do so I would find myself thinking that “I did my bit to move my society forward” and that is 
what I feel I am responsible for.
 
My motivation to come back to Nepal is my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for 
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that you would kindly grant me this opportunity to complete my further studies in Australia. I 
understand that any incorrect or misleading statement may result in refusal of my admission 
or student visa application. If I commit any unsocial activity, no other than me will be 
responsible for it and shall be punished according to the law.

Sincerely Yours,
……………………

me now it is my responsibility to look after them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and 
ambitious in pursuing my degree in Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is 
temporary. I have planned to study in Australia only to develop my career through better 
educational matters along with gaining international experience.
 
My family members have always played a bridge between me and my study as I have always 
been supported, encouraged and motivated by my family members financially as well as 
emotionally. I hereby, declare that I am very much enthusiastic and motivated to learn in the 
diverse study area of Australia. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long 
period. Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is 
very important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have 
always supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned 
for my career. This is an unremarkable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and 
love in their old ages being on their side. Today, where I am being due to my parents. After all, 
with this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back 
to my country.
 
Conclusion:
I am well aware of the visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow during in Australia 
and performance such activity that is
* Maintaining 80% of attendance
* Work permit of attendance
* Clearance of 50% of subject in each term
* Attending to enrolled university for at least 6 months
* Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
* Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
* I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500)
* During my stay in Australia and perform no such achieving that is against the visa (500)
Above all, I would like to state that I am a genuine student who wants to pursue a course in 
Diploma and Advance Diploma from Ironwood Careers & Training, Adelaide, Australia. I believe 


